It is shown that the warped black holes geometries discussed recently in 0807.3040 admit an algebra of asymptotic symmetries isomorphic to the semi-direct product of a Virasoro algebra and an algebra of currents. The realization of this asymptotic symmetry by canonical charges allows one to find the central charge of the Virasoro algebra. The right-moving central charge cR = (5ν 2 +3)l
is obtained when the Virasoro generators are normalized in order to have a positive zero mode spectrum for the warped black holes. The current algebra is also shown to be centrally-extended.
There has been recently a lot of activity around the socalled topologically massive gravity (TMG) theory [19, 20] whose action reads
The gravitational Chern-Simons term I CS is given by
where G is the Newton's constant, l is the adS 3 curvature and µ is the Chern-Simons coupling which can be taken positive without loss of generality.
Any solution of Einstein's gravity with negative cosmological constant is automatically a solution of TMG. Therefore, adS 3 constitutes a candidate for the vacuum of the theory. The analysis of the asymptotic symmetry algebra for asymptotically adS 3 space-times in the Brown-Henneaux approach reveals the appearance of two Virasoro algebras with different central charges in the left and right sectors [28] (see also [32, 35, 37] ):
For the BTZ black holes [7] , whose mass and angular momentum in TMG are given by M BT Z = M − J/(µl 2 ) and J BT Z = J − M/µ in terms of their mass M and angular momentum J in Einstein gravity [3, 24] , (3) leads to an agreement between the macroscopic entropy computed from the Iyer-Wald-Tachikawa formula [30, 39] and that obtained by applying the Cardy formula [28, 37] . This points to an interesting dual CFT description. However, TMG seems to suffer from some pathologies, and it is not clear yet how these could be dealt with. For G > 0, indeed, the massive excitations about adS 3 carry negative energy [19, 20] . In that case, adS 3 is not a stable vacuum. Flipping the sign of G would allow to cure the problem, but will in turn yield a negative mass for the BTZ black holes. This makes sense if there is a superselection rule forbidding the BTZ solutions [15, 16] . The special case µ l = 1 raises numerous questions well beyond the scope of this paper [14, 15, 16, 25, 26, 33, 36, 38] .
In this note, we shall focus on generic values for the Chern-Simons coupling µ and G > 0. In that case, it has been suggested that the theory could display other stable backgrounds around which it could be expanded, named spacelike, timelike or lightlike warped anti-de Sitter spaces [5] . Spacelike warped adS spacetimes admit the left-broken isometry group U (1) L ⊗SL(2, R) R . Interestingly, there exist black hole solutions which can be obtained by performing discrete identifications in this background (such solutions have appeared in various other contexts, see references in [5] ).
For µ l > 3, the warped adS background is said to be stretched and the black holes ( discussed already in [27, 34] , see also [2] ) are regular. For µ l < 3, instead, the background is said to be squashed and the quotient yields closed time-like curves. The corresponding black holes can be identified with the so-called threedimensional Gödel black holes [6] . The latter geometries also represent solutions to Einstein-Maxwell-ChernSimons theory [6] and are part of an exact string theory background through a marginal deformation of the SL(2, R) WZW model supplemented by the appropriate background fields [18, 23, 29] . On the other hand, the spacelike stretched black holes are formal solutions of the same theories, but have to be supported by imaginary matter fields.
Based on various heuristic arguments, it has been conjectured in [5] that TMG defined with suitable "warped adS" boundary conditions would be dual to a twodimensional CFT with central charges given by
withν = µ l/3. We would like to investigate whether these central extensions could be derived from the asymptotic symmetry algebra associated with spacelike warped adS geometries.
ASYMPTOTICALLY CONSERVED CHARGES IN TOPOLOGICALLY MASSIVE GRAVITY
The conserved charges for linearized TMG around a fixed anti-de Sitter background were found in [21, 22] . In order to compute charges associated with Killing vectors around warped adS geometries, the more general expression found in [11] is needed. In that reference, the conserved charges are computed in the linearized TMG around an arbitrary background g µν for Killing vectors ξ. Asymptotic Killing vectors are defined as diffeomorphisms which are not gauge transformations, i.e. which generate non-trivial charges. For asymptotic Killing vectors and if the Killing equations do not fall-off fast enough close to the boundary, additional contributions may appear in the asymptotic charges. A more general analysis is therefore needed.
The conserved charges associated with an asymptotic Killing vector ξ can be derived following the procedure outlined in [8, 10] . In that framework, the charge differences Q ξ [g,ḡ] between the reference solutionḡ and the solution of interest g are defined as
where the first integration is performed in the phase space of solutions, S is the sphere at infinity and k µν [δg, g]ǫ µνρ dx ρ is a one-form defined in the linearized theory. The charges do not depend on the path chosen in the integration if the integrability condition δ S k µν ξ [δg; g]ǫ µνρ dx ρ = 0 holds. The crucial property of these charges is that they represent the Lie algebra of asymptotic symmetries via a covariant Poisson bracket up to central charges
Here, [ξ, ξ ′ ] is the Lie bracket and
More precisely this result holds modulo a technical assumption (see (4.3) of [10] ) which will be checked for the case at hand.
A similar representation theorem holds [31] for the charges defined with covariant phase space methods [30] . However, this theorem has not been generalized to our knowledge to non-diffeomorphic invariant actions like TMG. The canonical Hamiltonian approach [12, 13] developed for TMG in [28] is equivalent to our approach as proven e.g. in [10] .
The only quantity to be computed is the conserved form k µν ξ [δg; g] of the linearized TMG theory. From the uniqueness results [9] , it is clear that this charge should reduce on-shell to the one found in [11] when ξ is a Killing vector. Denoting δg µν ≡ h µν , we can therefore write [40] 
where ξ
g] is the Iyer-Wald expression [30] for general relativity
where
The term E µν [δg; L ξ g] can be obtained as follows. One defines the on-shell vanishing Noether current S
Using several integrations by parts, the variation of the Noether current can be decomposed as follows
The left-hand side and the first term on the right-hand side vanish for solutions g and linearized solutions δg while the symplectic structure W µ [δg; L ξ g] vanishes for Killing vectors. The superpotential k µν ξ is therefore conserved under these conditions. The decomposition (9) is however not unique, even on-shell, as one can freely add two compensating terms proportional to the Killing equations to W µ and √ −gD ν k µν ξ . The conserved charge k µν ξ [δg; g] of [9, 10] is defined via a contracting homotopy acting on the Noether current which provide a definite prescription to perform the decomposition (9). Roughly, one performs the integrations by parts without using the Killing equations to simplify the total derivative
It is then an exercise to redo the explicit computation of [11] keeping all terms in k µν ξ [δg; g]. We obtain (7) with
The first term can be recognized as the supplementary contribution to the Iyer-Wald expression for the conserved charges in general relativity that should be added to recover the expression derived in [1, 4, 9] .
ASYMPTOTIC SYMMETRY ALGEBRA OF SPACELIKE WARPED ANTI-DE SITTER
Let us start with the black hole geometries in the spacelike deformation of anti-de Sitter described in [5] ,
We first observe that the squashed metricsν 2 < 1 are exactly the Gödel black holes described in [6] 
up to a change of coordinates. The relation between the anti-de Sitter radius L and the Chern-Simons coupling α of [6] and the TMG parameters (ν, l) is given bŷ
A detailed study of the relation between 3d Gödel geometries and warped black holes is given in the companion paper [18] . The range of parameters in which there are closed timelike linesν 2 < 1 corresponds to the range α 2 l 2 < 1 where the metric is solution of EinsteinMaxwell-Chern Simons theory. In TMG, the solutions (11) exist also for the streched caseν 2 ≥ 1 and are wellbehaved because of the lack of closed timelike lines. We now restrict our analysis toν 2 ≥ 1. Since the metric is continuous inν, we can use the previous results obtained for the asymptotically Gödel geometries [17] . All kinematical aspects of this analysis will be valid in the caseν 2 ≥ 1 by continuity. We simply have to adapt the dynamical aspects of the discussion to TMG by considering a gravitational Chern-Simons interaction in place of a coupling to the Maxwell-Chern Simons theory.
We consider in this paper only the phase space of black hole solutions (11) . More general phase spaces can be constructed but our analysis of central charges applies already in that simplified setting. Following [17] , the spacelike streched black hole geometries can be shown to admit the following two sets of asymptotic Killing vectors (n ∈ Z)
All associated charges can be shown to be finite and conserved in the phase space. The normalizations N and N ′ are solution-dependent factors that are left unfixed by the asymptotic analysis. They are however constrained by the fact that the conserved charges should be integrable in the phase space. These asymptotic symmetries form the algebra
The subset (l −1 , l 0 , l 1 , t 0 ) form a sl(2, R) ⊕ R subalgebra. Let us denote the charges differences between the black hole metric g and the backgroundḡ (r + = r − = 0) by
One can check using the definition of E µν (10) in that the technical assumption (4.3) of [10] , or more simply, the sufficient condition (2.7) of [17] is satisfied in the phase space (11) . The term E µν simply does not contribute to any charge. Therefore, the charges form a representation of the asymptotic symmetry algebra. One can then plug in the algebra (16) into the first term on the right-hand side of (6) and use the linearity of the charges with respect to the Killing vector to factorize the m, n factors.
can be computed by implementing the formula (7) in a Mathematica code. We find the following centrally extended Virasoro algebra
whereN andN ′ are normalization factors of the generators, see (14) , on the background,β = (ν 2 +3) 2NN l 2 (5ν 2 +3) , and
is the Virasoro central charge. This central charge is the value c R conjectured in [5] [41] . We leave open the question of whether a Virasoro algebra with central charge c L = 4νl G(ν 2 +3) and commuting with {L n } n∈Z can be constructed via a Sugawara-type procedure from the current algebra {T n } n∈Z .
We will now show that L 0 is bounded from below. The variation of charge between two black hole solutions of parameters (ν, J) and (ν + δν, J + δJ) is obtained from
It turns out that there is a natural ansatz for N . The black hole solutions admit horizons only under the condition 2ν 2 − and integrating in the phase space between (ν = J = 0) and (ν, J), we obtain
for regular black holes and G > 0. Remark that exactly the same anzatz was used in [17] , and a non-negative spectrum for L 0 though different from an overall positive factor was obtained. We have therefore shown that when the black holes have a non-negative L 0 spectrum, the Virasoro central charge is also positive [42] . One may want to invert the sign of the Newton constant as done e.g. in [15, 16] . With G < 0, the central extension of the L n generators becomes negative and the regular black holes have a mass spectrum L 0 unbounded from below. In that case, one can however consider the generatorsL n = −L −n for which both the central charge and the zero modeL 0 are non-negative.
Our result is in favor of the conjecture that spacelike warped geometries have a regular CFT dual [5] [43] . It would be interesting to compute the linearized energy spectrum of perturbations around the spacelike warped geometries to confirm the stability of the background.
